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PLAYER OF THE MONTH
Youth Development Program

Enzo Makeke

Development is a process that requires daily commitment. Adjusting to a
new environment takes time and respect for the process. Enzo has done
exactly that. He has put in extra academic work to get himself up to speed,
and this work ethic has started to reflect on the field. Keep it up, Enzo!

Elite Development Program
Ernest Duran
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BSI GOAL DIFFERENCE
Combined 2022 league goal difference

130 62
GA

GD
+68

Okhule Legae

Earning a reputation as a "Mr
Dependable" is the goal of
every defender. Ernest has
worked hard to put together
consistent performances and is
beginning to reach his
potential each week!

Okhule's commitment in July has
resulted in a string of consistent
match-day performances.
Confidence is the key to developing
and progressing the game. This can
only come with consistent
performances in training and
matches. Well done, Okhule!
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The Wolves FC Soccer Camp at the end of September 2022 is filling up fast.
With participants from around the country signing up to take part in a unique
football experience.

As the excitement builds, the Wolves FC Academy
coaches are eagerly waiting for their opportunity
to coach some of Southern Africa's finest talent.
Don't miss out, and register today. The early bird
special ends on 13 August!

Register by emailing
football@bsisports.com

Early Bird - R3400.00 (Save R500.00)
expires on 13 August 22. 

Full fee - R3900.00 
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WOLVES FC SOCCER CAMP 
REGISTRATION OPEN!



Resego and Kabelo's experience at SC Farense was a resounding
success. The boys applied themselves well and didn't look out of
place within the European professional environment. They
attracted the attention of the SC Farense coaching staff and
definitely left a lasting impression. As the SC Farense coaches will
return to South Africa in December 2022, they gave both boys
positive feedback and things to work on for the rest of the year.

Both boys experienced something new, eye-opening, and outside
their comfort zones. This experience will shape who they are and
give them the confidence to develop as people and footballers.
Their futures are bright, and the world got to see their potential.

We are proud of both boys!

Resego in action
during training.

SC FARENSE TRIAL REPORT!

Resego and Kabelo return from SC Farense with their eyes and minds open, new
perspectives, and a greater desire to succeed. 
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Trials are often viewed as a zero-sum game. Not being offered a contract is seen as a failed trial; however, the
odds are that players will need to attend multiple trials before securing any formal offer. Therefore, it is vital that
trials be viewed as an opportunity. Players need to have a sense of reality that professional football is
unforgiving and the expectation that every trial will result in a contract is short-sighted, naive, and dangerous for
their mental health. 

So then, what is a successful trial? 

A successful trial is an experience that challenges a player's perspective, creates an understanding of the
demands of professional football, stretches their psychological resilience without breaking their desire to
continue on their journey, and develops their character. Focusing on the contract, sets them up to fail, while
focusing on the process sets them up for long-term success (on or off the field).

Resego
Mogatusi 
 (top) and
Kabelo
Tloome
(bottom) 
 connecting
with their
teammates
while in
Portugal. 

Kabelo in action during training. Apparently it's not safe to press Resego!
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DIV 1 MARCHES ON IN THE CUP!
The Senior Division 1 side have put together two solid performances to book their spot in
the ELFA Division 1 semi-final. 
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Cup football provides players and fans with edge-of-your-seat action. The
Cup allows for upsets, heartbreaks, drama, and last-minute winners. The
stakes are higher than ever as teams compete for a spot in the final. As clubs
progress through the Cup, the stakes rise, and the possibilities of winning
multiply. 

The Division 1 side is putting together a memorable Cup run. The first round
pitted them against league rivals Flandria FC. With both teams positioned in
the top four in the league standings, this game had no favorite. The game
was settled after extra time and was full of goals, drama, and emotion (as
any good cup game should). 

The quarterfinals saw us host Benoni Northerns at home. The game started
well for BSI with an early goal to settle the nerves. From then on, our boys
were in firm control and saw the game out 4-0 to book their spot in the
semi-finals. Now we eagerly await the draw to find out who is next!  Lethabo Mngomezulu
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